Abstract. We describe and test 2 types of improvements to the multistart heuristic framework for smooth global optimization presented in [9] . This starts a gradient based local NLP solver from a filtered subset of points generated by a starting point generator or "driver," and has been available as both a standalone and GAMS solver since 2003.
Introduction
In an earlier paper [9] , we described a multistart approach to smooth global optimization called OQNLP (OptQuest/NLP), which uses the OptQuest Scatter Search implementation [6] to create candidate starting points for a gradient-based local NLP solver. Stage 1 of the procedure performs n1 iterations of the search method, and chooses the best of these (as measured by an exact penalty function) as the initial solver starting point in stage 2.
In the second stage, candidate starting points generated by the search method are filtered, and the solver is started at those points passing the filter tests. Promising computational results are presented using 155 of the test problems described by Floudas, et al. in [5] . This paper describes improvements and extensions to this algorithm, and demonstrates their value through experiments, both on the Floudas test set and on a much larger set of 339 problems, taken from the GAMS [ contains enhancements to the filter logic, and we show that these lead to a substantial improvement in MSNLP's ability to obtain a global optimum, with some increase in the number of solver calls. Algorithm performance also depends strongly on the starting point generator or "driver," and we describe and test two randomized drivers, one creating uniformly distributed points ("pure" random, or PR), the second using an initial coarse search to define a promising region within which random starting points are concentrated ("smart" random or SR). We discuss two SR variants, one using univariate normal distributions to generate these starting points, the other using triangular distributions.
Stochastic search procedures play a prominent role in global optimization. While the basic stochastic drivers we explore here probably take longer on average to find good solutions than the sophisticated scatter search strategies within OptQuest, they do converge in probability to a global solution under quite general smoothness assumptions, while no similar property has been demonstrated for scatter search. The computational results of Section 6 show that all drivers are about equally effective on a set of 339 test problems, if suitably tight bounds are imposed on all variables. Without these, OptQuest has an advantage because it is best at restricting its search to promising regions. 4 
Problem Statement
This paper focuses on problems with continuous variables only, so we assume that there are no discrete variables in what follows. Then the problems to be solved have the form: minimize f(x) (1) subject to the general constraints u G(x) l ≤ ≤ (2) and the bound constraints
where x is an n-dimensional vector of continuous decision variables, G is an mdimensional vector of constraint functions, and the vectors u and l contain upper and lower bounds for these functions. The set S is defined by simple bounds on x, and we assume that it is closed and bounded, i.e., that each component of x has a finite upper and lower bound. This is required by the starting point generators. The objective function f and the constraint functions G are assumed to have continuous first partial derivatives at all points in S. This is necessary so that a gradient-based local NLP solver can be applied to the NLP (1) - (3) . We also assume the existence of a vector of optimal Lagrange multipliers at each local minimum of (1)-(3).
The L1 exact penalty function is used as a merit function for evaluating candidate starting points. For the problem ( It is well known ( [8] ) that if * x is a local optimum of (1) 
The MSNLP Multistart Algorithm
Let NEXT_CANDIDATE(xt) denote the starting point generator or driver, where xt is the candidate starting point produced by that procedure and xt(i) refers to the i th candidate point generated. We refer to the local NLP solver as L(xs,xf), where xs is the starting point and xf the final point. Pseudo-code for the algorithm, ignoring initializations, scalar input arguments, and other details, is given below. In it, the function UPDATE LOCALS(xs,xf,w) processes and stores solver output xf, and produces updated penalty weights, w.
After an initial call to L at the user-provided initial point, Such points may still have the best objective value found. The penalty weight update insures that w i is always larger than the largest absolute multiplier for constraint i over all local optima.
Logic for UPDATE_LOCALS and Basin Overlap Exclusion
Pseudo-code for the UPDATE LOCALS routine is given below. In it, r(i) is the current radius of the spherical approximation to the basin of attraction of the ith local solution and lbnd is a small positive lower bound, imposed to insure that all penalty weights are positive. The symbol * i u in the update formula for i w is component i of the optimal Lagrange multiplier vector * u associated with the newly discovered local solution xf .
The "basin overlap exclusion," not present in the previous OQNLP algorithm, insures that the following inequality holds for all distinct (i,j) pairs:
so the spherical approximations to the attraction basins do not overlap. If this inequality is violated, r(i) and r(j) are multiplied by the factor f which causes them to satisfy it as an equality. The outer loop eliminates overlap between the ith sphere and all others. The new radii may be further reduced as the outer loop proceeds. The final set of spheres will have no overlap, and some pairs of previously overlapping spheres will just touch.
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The resetting of the counters drejctr(i) and drejctr(j) to 0 is a subtle interaction between this logic and that of the dynamic distance filter explained below. Drejctr(i) counts the number of times the distance filter for local optimum i rejects trial points. In that logic, when it reaches a threshold, the radius r(i) is reduced, and drejctr(i) is reset to 0. It is reset to zero here whenever r(i) is reduced, because its previous value corresponded to the previous r(i) value, and the current value has no rejection history.
UPDATE LOCALS (xs,xf,w)
IF xf is feasible THEN 
Logic for the distance and merit filters
The MSNLP algorithm owes much of its efficiency to its merit and distance filters, whose effect is to start L at a small fraction of the candidate starting points, while still finding the global solution to most problems.
Distance Filter
The distance filter rejects the input point xt if the distance from xt to any local solution xl(i) is smaller than a user supplied reduction factor dfuser<1 (default value 0.8) times its basin radius, r(i). The dynamic distance filter logic, not present in the algorithm 
Merit Filter Logic
The merit filter helps insure that starting points for L((xs,xf) have high quality, by accepting only candidate points whose exact penalty function value P is below a threshold. This threshold is set initially to the P value of the best candidate point found in the first stage of the algorithm. When a trial point is accepted by the merit filter, the threshold is decreased by setting it to the P value of that point. If trial points are rejected by this test for more than mwait (default value 20) consecutive iterations, the threshold is increased by the updating rule:
threshold threshold +mf*(1.0+abs(threshold)) where mf is the merit threshold increase factor. The additive 1.0 term is included so that threshold increases by at least mf when its current value is near zero. In [9] , mf was constant. Here it is computed dynamically. Given a trial point xt, we calculate the value (P(xt,w)-threshold)/(1+abs(threshold)). This is the value of the merit threshold increase factor, mftemp, which satisfies P(xt, w) = threshold +mftemp*(1+abs(threshold)) i.e., which causes a rejected point xt to be on the borderline of acceptance. By initializing mftemp to plus infinity, and replacing mftemp by the minimum of the above quantity and its previous value in the pseudocode below, we maintain mftemp as the smallest of these increase factors over all rejected trial points since mfctr was last reset to zero. This is the increase factor which would have caused the rejected point with smallest P value to be on the borderline of acceptance. The increase factor used is the larger of mftemp and the user supplied value, mfuser (default value 0.2). This dynamic logic leads to a looser or more greedy filter than previously, i.e., one which rejects fewer points. 
Merit
We show in the next section that the the two dynamic filters and the basin overlap exclusion lead to more solver calls, but also to a substantial increase in the number of problems solved to a close tolerance of their known solutions, using default parameters.
Previously, the filters had to be loosened manually to solve some of these problems.
Computational Experiments with the Dynamic Filters
This section applies our C implementation of the MSNLP algorithm, now available as a GAMS global Solver, to a large set of smooth, nonconvex test problems, using CONOPT as the local solver, L. The experiments show the effects of the dynamic filter logic interval. These modified bounds are communicated to the drivers, because they require a bounded rectangle to search in, but are not communicated to the NLP solvers, which are thus allowed to move to points outside this rectangle. As shown in Section 6, the artificial bound value has a strong effect on the randomized drivers, and must sometimes be reduced from its default value of 1.E4 to achieve acceptable results. The test problems used here are 135 of those described in [5] with only continuous variables. These include the 128 continuous variable problems described and used in [9] .
All are coded in the GAMS modeling language. The full set of these problems is compare with here were obtained originally from [5] . In a few cases we found improved values, and modified these values accordingly. There are 14 problems with over 100 variables, the largest having 144. Five have over 100 constraints, with the largest having 435. However, in four of these five problems, the constraints are included to avoid domain violations (in the set of particle cluster energy minimizations EX8_6_1_n, where n is the number of particles), and none of these constraints are active at the final MSNLP solution.
As in [9] , we use the relative percentage gap defined by ) ( 1 ) ( 100 fbest abs fbest fmsnlp gap + − = (7) to measure the deviation between the final MSNLP objective value, fmsnlp, and the best known value, fbest. This differs slightly from the gap definition used by Mittleman and Pruessner in [7] ; it yields a comparable result without conditional logic. We consider two cases, one using the dynamic filter logic described in Section 3, the other using both filters but not the dynamic filter logic. Both use the algorithm parameter values in Table   1 . These are all default values, and are the same for both cases, except for distance factor. This is set to 0.75 for the runs without dynamic filters, because this is the value used in [9] , and because results in this case are much worse using 1.0 (more on this below). All runs in this section terminated because they reached the iteration limit of 1000. Table 2 below shows that only 3 of the 135 problems had gaps of more than 1% ("failures") using dynamic filters, the sum of these gaps being 8.8%, versus 11 failures with a sum of 142.9% not using them. Results without dynamic filters correspond closely to those for the algorithm presented in [9] , where there were 9 failures in a subset of 128 of these problems. Differences between the current and previous results are due to the slightly enlarged problem set and to numerous small changes in algorithm details and parameter values. In the case without dynamic filters, if distance factor =1.0, there are 22 failures with a gap sum of 977.5%. Using 1.0 in this situation creates filters which are much too tight. Almost all the gaps in the non-failed problems are less than .01%.
There is a significant increase in effort paid to achieve this increased reliability, but we feel it is justified. Dynamic filters cause total solver calls to increase from 2540 (median =11) to 4422 (median=32), and total time to increase from 1586 to 2484 seconds.
The best solution was found in solver call 1 (at the initial point) in 67 of 135 problems without dynamic filters and in 64 with. This indicates that many problems may have only one local solution-only one is found in 32 problems using dynamic filters. The small difference is caused by the dynamic filters locating improved solutions in calls after the first slightly more often. The best solution is found in the second solver call (at the final point found by stage 1) in 31 problems using dynamic filters and in 33 without. This shows that, using dynamic filters, even a coarse search of 200 stage 1 iterations provides a point within the basin of attraction of the global solution in 43.7% of the 71 problems whose best solution was not found in call 1. Using the dynamic filters, the median number of solver calls needed to first find the best solution is only 2, while the median number of total solver calls is 32. Table 2 show the median number of points rejected by merit, distance, and both filters. The merit filter rejects far more points than the distance filter in both cases, especially with dynamic filters. Its strong overall activity is partially explained by the fact that OptQuest (and the other generators considered later) only occasionally generate points with a new best value and, as long as the merit threshold remains constant, any point with P value worse than that of a previously rejected point will also be rejected. Since two of the three dynamic filter mechanisms loosen the distance filters, it is expected that they will reject fewer points than they do without this logic.
The last three columns show that the basin overlap exclusion reduces a pair of basin radii a median of 20 times per problem, while the dynamic distance and merit filters reduce a basin radius or increase the merit threshold 10 and 9 times per problem respectively. Since the overlap fix can be applied at most each solver call, and the median number of solver calls using the dynamic logic is 32, the overlap fix is very 
Using More iterations and Other Solvers
In the above experiments, using Conopt as the local solver, there were eight problems which had gaps greater than 0.1%. Table 3 shows problem data and solution statistics for these problems. 
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The problems from the EX8_3_x series (x=1,…,14) are reactor network synthesis problems, and have many nonlinear equality constraints involving bilinear terms. In these 4 problems, from 47% to 83% of the Conopt calls terminate with Conopt declaring the problem infeasible, having found a local optimum in phase 1 of the GRG algorithm with a positive sum of infeasibilities (all 14 problems have feasible solutions). In fact, each of the 14 problems in this set had a high fraction of infeasible solver calls, illustrating a generic potential difficulty with multistart algorithms, namely they are completely dependent on the ability of the local solver to return a local solution, and so are adversely affected by solver failures. We show shortly how choosing SNOPT as the NLP solver for these four problems leads to better results.
The first four problems in the table include all three with gaps larger than 1%, and had no infeasible solver calls. Two of these are from the EX8_6_1_x series, which minimize the Lennard-Jones energy of a cluster of x particles. As found on the problem website, these are unconstrained, but the objective function involves reciprocals of the squared Euclidean distance between distinct pairs of particles. This leads to from hundreds to thousands of domain violations (attempts to divide by too small a quantity).
We found that better results were obtained when we added a lower limit on these distances, chosen so that these were far from active at MSNLP's best solution, and this is the source of the constraints listed in Table 3 . Table 4 shows the effects of increasing the number of stage 1 and stage 2 iterations on the first four problems of Table 3 , with CONOPT as the local solver, and dynamic filters turned on. There is a strong and steady improvement in accuracy, with all but one problem solved to within 0.1% in 4000 total iterations. Average solver calls and runtime increase roughly linearly with iterations. Table 5 compares the GRG implementation CONOPT and the SQP implementation SNOPT on the last four problems in Table 3 . SNOPT has far fewer infeasible calls than CONOPT, and is thus far more effective. We believe this is because CONOPT's phase one objective is an indefinite quadratic form in these problems, and this evidently creates many local optima in phase one. The "elastic" variables used by SNOPT to deal with infeasibilities also contribute to its improved performance. See page 5 of the SNOPT user guide, included with the GAMS system, for a description. Doubling the MSNLP iterations using SNOPT approximately halves the sum of the gaps, but two problems still have small gaps. These problems have many distinct local solutions, many of which have nearly equal objective values. 
Pure and "Smart" Random Drivers
The "pure" random (PR) driver generates uniformly distributed points within the hyperrectangle S defined by the variable bounds. However, this rectangle is often very large, because users often set bounds to ) , ( +∞ −∞ , ) , 0 ( +∞ , or to large positive and/or negative numbers, particularly in problems with many variables. This usually has little adverse impact on a good local solver, as long as the starting point is chosen well inside the bounds. But the PR generator will often generate starting points with very large absolute component values when some bounds are very large, and this sharply degrades solver performance. Thus we were motivated to develop random generators which control the likelihood of generating candidate points with large components, and intensify the search by focusing points into promising regions. We present two variants, one using normal, the other triangular distributions. Pseudo-code for this "smart random" generator using normal distributions follows, where w is the set of penalty weights determined by the "update locals" logic (see Section 3) after the first solver call at the user-specified initial point.
Smart Random Generator with Normal Distributions, SRN(xt)

IF (first call) THEN
Generate k1 (default 400) diverse points in S and evaluate the exact penalty function P(x,w) at each point.
B=subset of the k1 diverse points with k2 (default 10) best P values 
If rv(i) is between blvar(i) and buvar(i), xt(i) = rv(i) If rv(i)<blvar(i), generate xt(i) uniformly between blvar(i) and xmin(i) If rv(i)>buvar(i), generate xt(i) uniformly between xmax(i) and buvar(i) ENDIF Return xt
This SRN generator attempts to find a subset, B, of k2 "good" points, and generates most of its trial points xt, within the smallest rectangle containing B. It first generates a set of k1 diverse points within the bounds using a stratified random sampling procedure with frequency-based memory, similar to that described in [6, pp 24-28] . For each variable x(i), this divides the interval [blvar(i), buvar(i)] into 4 equal segments, chooses a segment with probability inversely proportional to the frequency with which it has been chosen thus far, then generates a random point in this segment. We choose k2 of these points having the best P(x,w) penalty values, and use the smallest rectangle containing these, intersecting the ith axis at points [xmin(i), xmax(i)], to define n univariate normal distributions (driver SRN) or n univariate triangular distributions (driver SRT). The mean of the ith normal distribution, mu(i), is the midpoint of the interval [xmin(i), xmax(i)], and this point is also the mode of the ith triangular distribution, whose lower and upper limits are blvar(i) and buvar(i). The standard deviation of the ith normal 20 distribution is selected as described below. The trial point xt is generated by sampling n times independently from these distributions. For the driver using normals, if the generated point lies within the bounds, it is accepted. Otherwise, we generate a uniformly distributed point between the violated bound and the start of the interval.
To determine the standard deviation of the normal distributions, we compute ratio, roughly the ratio of interval width to distance between bounds, where the factor 1.0 is Once a distribution is chosen, trial points governed by this distribution are generated by standard monte carlo sampling. It is possible that latin hypercube sampling would provide improved performance, and we plan to investigate its use in the future.
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Computational Experiments Comparing Three Drivers
This section compares the performance of the MSNLP algorithm using four drivers: To compare drivers, we continue to use the relative gap defined in (7) . All runs use the three dynamic filtering mechanisms described and tested in Sections 3 and 4, with the default parameter values in Table 1 (except for the driver), unless otherwise stated. All runs terminated after reaching the iteration limit of 1000, unless otherwise indicated. Table 6 below shows the number of problems with final objective value within 1% of the best known value and some effort and solver call statistics. OQ solves all but 8 of the problems to within 1% of the best known value, while SRN, SRT, and PR solve all but 18, 18, and 17 respectively. OQ's superior performance here is closely related to the fact that the three randomized drivers have many more
CONOPT calls which terminate with infeasible solutions, and thus many more problems where more than 50% of these calls terminate infeasible. Reasons for termination in such calls include domain violations at the initial point (CONOPT abandons the problem in this case), and terminations at a local optimum in phase 1. OptQuest is much better than the randomized drivers at avoiding these difficulties. The apparently longer time for the OptQuest runs is addressed below in the discussion which follows Table 7 . It uses a "Reference Set" of elite solutions to guide its search, and the OQ trial points are all within or slightly outside of the convex hull of this set-see [6] . By default, the Reference Set contains about 10 points, so stage 1 of MSNLP using OptQuest ends with a Reference Set which has been updated at least once, and contains roughly those stage 1 points with the 10 best P(x,w) values. Examination of this set on a few small problems showed that, when there are large bounds, the Reference Set points are well within them. We believe that this is true in general, so OptQuest provides a natural intensification of its search which makes it fairly insensitive to the presence of large bound values. This property is not shared by the PR driver, and is present to a lesser degree with the 2 smart random drivers.
As an example of the problems with infeasible solver calls using the randomized drivers, in the series ARKI00x.gms, with x =1 and 19-24, all solver calls after the first terminated without performing any iterations, with an error message that some derivatives could not be evaluated at the initial point. All these initial points were infeasible, so the distance and merit filters had much less effect than usual (only one local solution was found, starting from the initial point specified in the model), and from 101 to 279 failed solver calls were made, the number increasing with problem size. All variables in this problem series had infinite upper bounds, so the default artificial bound value of 1.e4 was imposed, leading to the domain violations. Replacing this bound by 1.e2 sharply reduced the domain violations, and most subsequent solver calls returned feasible solutions. The time for a successful solver call ranged from 5 to 15 minutes for the larger problems (8886 variables for ARKI0023), so we changed the time limit for any one problem to 900 seconds, and reran all problems using an artificial bound of 1e2, with the PR and both SR drivers. Results are shown in Table 7 below, with the previous OQ results repeated for ease of comparison. We also show the number of problems terminating with less than 1000 iterations performed, due to reaching the time limit. OQ has only 1 such problem, followed by 6 for the SRN driver, showing that their ability to avoid generating starting points with large components leads to fewer long solver calls. Reducing the artificial bounds improves the relative performance of the randomized drivers significantly. Now all 4 drivers solve about the same number of problems to within 1% of the best known solution, with SRN having a one problem advantage over OQ, followed by PR and SRT. The reduced search interval in problems with some 24 infinite bounds undoubtedly plays a role in the improved performance of the randomized drivers. However, we believe that the major factor causing this improvement is the sharp reduction in infeasible CONOPT calls for the randomized drivers, compared to their previous values in Table 6 . With the reduced artificial bound, the SRN and PR drivers have fewer infeasible calls than OQ, while SRT is only slightly higher, due to the increased "spread" of the triangular distribution. However, the apparent run time advantage of the randomized drivers has now vanished, with all three taking longer than OQ. Runtime is now roughly proportional to CONOPT calls. The lower runtimes in Table 6 for the randomized drivers were caused by very short times for CONOPT calls which terminated infeasible, especially for those stopping at the initial point due to domain violations.
It is interesting that reducing the artificial bound to 1.e2 hurts rather than helps the OQ driver: there are 17 problems with gaps > 1% compared to eight with 1.e4. Some of these appear to be caused by the fact that the GAMS objective variable is a free variable, and it is thus communicated to OptQuest with bounds equal to plus and minus the artificial bound. Too small a bound apparently prevents OptQuest from generating points in the attraction basin of the best solution to these problems.
As in the experiments with the Floudas problems discussed in Section 4, the problems not solved to within 1% of the best known values in Table 7 are almost all solved to this tolerance with increased effort or by using different solvers. For example, using the SRN driver, 7 problems had gaps larger than 1%. Changing the (max time, total iterations, The number of solver calls to first locate the best local solution found in an MSNLP run, when larger than 1, is a measure of efficiency of the driver used (the first solver call occurs at the initial point specified in the GAMS model). The fraction of the 339 problems with this value in the ranges shown is displayed in Table 8 . Newton's method to achieve and maintain feasibility and to determine good search directions. This is even more so for the randomized drivers. Thus the stage 2 points produced are so far from optimal that small improvements do not produce better results in stage 2, and in fact produce worse outcomes in 4 problems, with no compensating improvements. Thus our strategy of performing only a coarse search in stage 1 seems sound.
Performance profiles and increased time limits from the GAMS PAVER server
In Dolan and More [2] , performance profiles are introduced as a powerful graphical tool to compare the solution times and problem solving abilities of several solvers. These may be created and accessed online through the GAMS PAVER (Performance Analysis Company on a 3.4 GHz PC, much faster than the 1.2Ghz machine used to generate all previous results. This problem set includes the 339 models reported on above plus 2 others. All algorithm parameters and options were set to default values except when specified otherwise.
One objective in these experiments is to investigate more thoroughly the effect of allowing more MSNLP iterations. Hence we defined the 3 case studies defined in table 9 below: In case SRN_t, the time limit per problem was set to 300 seconds, and the total iteration limit was set large enough so that it was never reached in that time. In the other 2 cases, almost all except the 2 or 3 largest problems stop after 1000 iterations. We used the artificial bound value best suited to the SRN and OQ drivers. Results of these cases are shown below, comparing each against the others. Case a is defined to have a better objective value than case b (for minimization) if the relative objective difference (obj(b)-obj(a))/abs(obj(a)) is greater than 1.00E-05. For objective values below 1e-1 we use absolute differences. Performance profiles for 5 cases Figure 1 shows performance profiles generated by the PAVER server for five cases using the SRN and OQ drivers. The problem set is the same 341 globallib problems used in tables 9 and 10. In the figure labels, "ms" refers to the SRN driver, 1e2 and 1e4 refer to the artificial bound value used, and "_t" denotes the conditions of case SRN_t (large iteration limit, 300 second time limit). Time factor is the ratio of run time for a problem divided by the smallest run time of all five cases being compared. The vertical axis shows the percent of the problems solved to the best of the five case objective values, using the tolerances described above, with time factor not exceeding the specified value.
All 4 cases with a 1000 iteration limit have very similar profiles, with small differences in the final percent of problems solved. These were discussed earlier. The curve labeled ms_1e2_t falls far below the others for time ratios <100, because the runs reflected there time out at 300 seconds on all problems. However, 1000 iterations for most of the problems take far less than 300 seconds. This curve ultimately reaches 100 percent. Since the other profiles solve almost as many problems far more quickly, the default iteration limit of 1000 seems a good compromise between speed and reliability. 
Conclusions and Future Work
We have significantly improved and extended the multistart framework described in [9] .
The dynamic filters allow the distance and merit filters to tune themselves to the problem instance, so they are now less sensitive to their parameters. More solver calls are typically made than previously, but almost all test problems are now solved to their best known solutions using default algorithm parameters and options. For the few that are not, increased iteration and time limits usually yield improved solutions.
The good performance of the randomized drivers makes them an attractive option within the MSNLP framework. A user can now try multiple drivers and choose the best result. Their main weakness is a tendency to generate trial points with large absolute components in problems where the bounds are large or infinite, leading to many NLP solver failures on some problems. This can be sharply reduced by imposing an artificial bound, but its best value is problem-specific, and too small a value can cut off the global 30 solution. It is best for users formulating problems for global solvers to pay careful attention to bound values, making them as tight as possible.
Hit and run stochastic search methods [10] offer intriguing possibilities as multistart drivers, and research has begun on adapting and testing them in this context. The "smart random" drivers might be improved by adding adaptive features to the coarse initial search used to determine their distributions. One possibility is to dynamically change the parameters of the normal or triangular distributions based on solutions found by the local NLP solver. Another is to include the correlations between different components of the vector of decision variables, rather than generating each component independently.
The need for tight bounds on the variables, discussed in section 6, implies that preprocessing algorithms which tighten these bounds will often improve the performance of any global (or local) NLP solver. The BARON global solver includes effective preprocessing methods-see http://archimedes.scs.uiuc.edu/baron.html. There are plans to implement these so that they can be used by other algorithms, and we will experiment with them when this occurs.
